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A survey of Wisconsin transmission underbuild

• Area covered: 31,835 square miles.
• 1059 points measured for either:

– At pole
• Magnetic field
• NEV (Current and Resistance)

– Shield ground
– Neutral ground

– Between poles
• Magnetic field
• Electric field



MAP- INVESTIGATION SITES



Where the NEV is ≥ 5.0 Volts
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RESULTS

� underbuild has 3.5 times more Vpp on 
average

� 2.1 vs. 0.6 Volts

� underbuild has 2.1 times more Rpp on 
average

� 119 vs. 58 Ohms

� underbuild has 3.7 times more Ipp on 
average

� 101 vs. 27 mA

In a comparison with the Stray 
Voltage Database primary profiles,
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Observations:
• Distribution underbuild NEV was affected 

by the active transmission line.
• This in turn affected cow contact voltages 

on nearby dairy farms.
• Both the magnetic and electric fields had 

some contributing effect.
• Magnetic field added ~1.4 Volts to primary 

NEV, electric field added ~ 0.1 Volts to 
primary NEV. (This typically adds 0.5 V. to 
cow contacts). 

• Isolation cannot be used as a long-term 
mitigation.



• Comments Concerning ATC’s Neutral-to-Earth Voltage S tudies
• WUA, MEUW & WPPI have reviewed the utility responses to your 

September 14, 2007 request for comments on ATC’s Neutral-to-
Earth Voltage Studies. We wish to respond and offer the following 
observations on the common themes presented in those comments.  
(Please note that ATC is a member of WUA).

• More field testing is necessary to determine the accuracy of ATC’s
models and the ability to predict NEV levels.

• We agree with this position and support additional testing as the 
opportunities arise during the development of ATC and local 
distribution company (LDC) projects. We recognize that the studies 
accomplished to date have investigated a limited set of 
configurations, and that NEV levels are affected by the specific
operating conditions and configuration of the transmission and 
distribution systems as well as other location-specific conditions 
such as soil conditions, customer grounds, buried utilities, pipelines 
and other facilities.



• NEV mitigation strategies must be developed on a 
case-by-case, site-specific basis.

• We concur that many outside factors can influence 
NEV including the facilities of the end-use customer. 
While the NEV studies performed by ATC identify 
potential design configurations that may result in 
elevated NEV levels, each situation must be looked at 
individually to ensure that appropriate and cost-
effective mitigation measures are employed where 
warranted. Doing so will ensure effective and efficient 
operation of transmission lines that do not 
unreasonably elevate NEV levels.  WUA, MEUW and 
WPPI do not believe that a single design is appropriate 
in all situations in which distribution lines are co-
located with transmission lines. 



• Responsibility for design.

• Where new transmission lines will be co-located with existing 
distribution facilities, the LDCs, as the owners and operators of 
the distribution facilities, are best positioned to choose the design 
option for the distribution system that best fits their design and 
operating standards. ATC agrees and has committed to work with 
the LDCs to model predicted NEV levels, and to identify 
appropriate transmission/distribution design options for mitigating, 
if necessary, the transmission contribution to NEV levels. ATC 
has acknowledged that it was not their intent to imply that the 
LDCs were solely responsible for identifying the most appropriate 
design options for co-located distribution lines. In the future, ATC 
will use their NEV studies and specific evaluations to work with
the LDCs to identify and implement the most appropriate design 
options. This is most likely an iterative process between the LDCs
and ATC to develop and implement an appropriate design.



• 4.   All new transmission projects using shared 
distribution corridor should include both pre and 
post NEV analysis.

• WUA, MEUW, and WPPI agree that at all 
locations where new transmission lines will be 
co-located with existing distribution facilities, 
ATC should be responsible for both pre and post 
NEV analysis. Doing so will ensure that 
appropriate attention is given to system locations 
where elevated NEV is predicted, and will allow 
for early identification of locations where 
unforeseen levels of NEV may generate 
customer complaints. Additionally, an offer 
should be made to conduct stray voltage testing 
for customers with animal livestock facilities at 
these locations.



• In conclusion, WUA, MEUW, and WPPI 
believe that ATC is committed to 
continuing its studies and evaluations of 
the NEV issue, and will continue working 
with the LDCs to identify design options 
which will adequately address NEV levels 
on co-located distribution lines. WUA, 
MEUW, and WPPI will continue to 
construct and operate our systems in 
accordance with good engineering 
practices to reduce the potential impact of 
utility-related NEV on end-use customers. 



Farm Re-wiring 
Update 2008



Program driven by;
Safety
Conservation
Code
Stray voltage



2800 farms in state wide program



Conservation

Kwh savings 9,370,000



Questions?


